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Magnetic Systems International:
A Higher Standard
A Deeper Commitment

S

uccess in any industry requires that consistent quality
and value will not only attract customers, but keep them.
At Magnetic Systems International (MSI), our

operating principles have secured a respected position in the
magnetics industry.
Our proven method of lean manufacturing keeps consignment
inventory, material status and reordering, and cellular
manufacturing at cost-effective levels. Our multifunctional teams
possess the skills, technology, and commitment to proactively
approach customer needs with speed and efficiency. All of these
solution-based strategies save both time and money.
We don’t strive to be the largest, but we are determined to be the
best. This is how we work. This is Magnetic Systems International.
Meeting and exceeding industry standards for over 25 years.
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Magnetic Industrial Solutions and Products

O

ur people, processes, service,
innovations, and products
have made Magnetic Systems

International a thriving supplier for
diverse industries.
On the following pages, refer to the
corresponding symbol in the legend
to identify the industry for which
each magnetic product is designed.

Agriculture
Recycling
Mining
Pharmaceutical
Food Processing
Aggregate
Wood
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Suspended Permanent Magnets
SUSPENDED PERMANENT MAGNETS
MSI’s suspended permanent magnets are
built for demanding, heavy-duty industrial
applications and can be used for separation
or tramp metal removal. Suspended
permanent magnets are an excellent
choice for conveyor belts carrying
moderate burden depths and belt speeds
where electromagnets are not needed.
These magnets are especially helpful in
the removal of larger tramp material where
other types of magnetic separators may struggle.
Manual clean, permanent magnets offer an affordable solution when tramp material is infrequent, though for
best performance, permanent magnets should be kept free of tramp material. The self-cleaning option works to
continuously keep the magnet free of unwanted ferrous, especially helpful in recycling applications, when tramp
materials may be more frequent, or when magnets cannot be manually serviced on a regular basis.
Available in a variety of strengths and sizes, MSI’s permanent suspended magnets can be engineered
for specific applications with a variety of suspension and drive options specific to customer preferences.
FREE TESTING allows customers to make informed decisions before purchasing.

MANUAL CLEAN

OPTIONAL SELF-CLEANING

Ferrous
Non-Ferrous
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SUSPENDED PERMANENT MAGNET SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL

SIZES AVAILABLE

MAGNET
DIMENSIONS
DEPENDS ON

BELTS

DRIVE OPTIONS

■■
■■
■■
■■

Ceramic
Rare earth
Alnico
Hybrids and combinations

■■ 12” to 72” belt widths
■■ Up to 16” suspension heights with
custom heights available
■■ Compact design
■■ Custom sizes
■■ Application-specific designs
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Belt width
Suspension height
Belt speed
Burden depth/type
Tramp metal targets

■■
■■
■■
■■

Heavy-duty 2-ply rubber
Stainless steel cladding
2” SBR cleats (standard)
Alternative cleats and
materials available

MANUAL CLEAN
Manual clean magnets are
generally used in applications
where tramp metal volume is
low. These are available with
manually operating cleaning
mechanisms such as swipe
arms or slide trays.

■■ Electric in various configurations
■■ Hydraulic
■■ Custom configurations
■■
■■
■■
■■

POPULAR
OPTIONS

CLEANING TYPE

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Belt guards
Guidlers for steep inclines
Customized mounting options
Carry-over magnetic sections
for discharging material
away from the conveyor
Taper-off magnetic sections
for easier discharge
Various belt speeds
(popular for inline applications)
Speed switches
Single point lubrication
Turnbuckles and chains

SELF-CLEANING
To increase magnet effectiveness,
suspended self-cleaning magnets
are used for high tramp metal
volume to prevent ferrous
build-up on the magnet face.
These magnets are available
with a number of options
for the drive, belt, and
even tramp discharge.
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Suspended Electromagnets
SUSPENDED ELECTROMAGNETS
MSI’s electromagnets are used in applications where a stronger
magnetic field is required due to suspension height, belt speed,
or customer preference. These magnets are especially
popular for protection of downstream equipment
in conveyor systems, including crushers, bark
hogs, and even the conveyor belts themselves.
All of our suspended electromagnets are oil-filled
and utilize state-of-the-art anodized aluminum coils,
expansion tanks, and solid core construction for
maximum performance and longevity. MSI uses only
top-of-the-line components (bearings, motors, reducers)
to improve service with minimal down-time.
Our electromagnets are available in both manual clean and self-cleaning designs,
and can be mounted cross-belt or in-line with the conveyor belts they protect. As with our
permanent magnets, we offer a range of belting and drive system options for our self-cleaning units.
In the majority of applications, customers choose to take advantage of MSI’s robust power supplies.
These, too, are available in a number of options, including various cabinets (Nema 4 standard) and
voltage inputs for our customers around the world.
As with all of our products, MSI offers FREE TESTING of customer samples and provides custom solutions
for applications which do not fit into our standard offerings.

ANODIZED ALUMINUM COILS HAVE A
10-YEAR WARRANTY AGAINST BURNOUT!
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SUSPENDED ELECTROMAGNET SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL

■■ Solid cores
■■ Heavy-duty side walls
and backplate
■■ Heavy-duty stainless steel
faceplate (available in manganese
for the most extreme applications)
■■ Anodized aluminum coils
■■ Oil-filled with insulated
transformer oil
■■ Expansion tanks, standard

SIZES AVAILABLE

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

18” to 72” belt widths
Up to 26” suspension heights
Compact design
Custom sizes
Application-specific designs

MAGNET
DIMENSION
CONSIDERATIONS

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Belt width
Suspension height
Belt speed
Burden depth/type
Tramp metal targets

■■
■■
■■
■■

Heavy-duty rubber
Stainless steel cladding
2” SBR cleats (standard)
Alternative cleats and
materials available

BELTS

DRIVE OPTIONS

POPULAR
OPTIONS

■■ Electric in various configurations
■■ Hydraulic
■■ Custom configurations
■■ Guidlers for steep inclines
■■ Customized mounting options
■■ Carry-over magnetic sections
for discharging material away
from the conveyor
■■ Various belt speeds
(popular for inline applications)
■■ Speed switches
■■ Single point lubrication
■■ Turnbuckles and chains

CLEANING TYPE

MANUAL CLEAN
Suspended electromagnets are
easily cleaned by placing a drop
cloth or tarp under the magnet
and turning the magnet off.

SELF-CLEANING
The self-cleaning suspended
electromagnet has the same
features and benefits of the
manual clean magnet, plus
self-cleaning capabilities.
Continuous cleaning is
accomplished by a combination
of a heavy duty belt, pulleys and
drive package that rotates the
belt around the magnet housing
to allow for discharge of the
captured tramp metal away
from the conveyor belt and
into a collection area or chute.
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Magnetic Pulleys
MSI’s magnetic pulley separators are an excellent
means of providing magnetic separation or tramp
protection on conveyor belt systems. These
separators take advantage of the existing conveyor
system by “holding” ferrous materials against the
belt while non-ferrous materials continue on their normal
trajectory. As the pulley rotates, the ferrous materials rotate
with it. These materials are then discharged when the returning
belt begins to break away from the head pulley. Because MSI’s
magnetic head pulleys provide magnetic coverage from the bottom of the burden, they
are very useful when used in combination with overhead magnetic separators that provide
magnetic coverage above the burden. In magnetic conveying applications, these same
magnetic pulleys can be used as rollers to transfer steel and other ferrous materials.
Not all pulleys are created equal. In fact, within a fixed diameter and face
width, there are dozens if not hundreds of potential magnetic circuits to
choose from. MSI’s magnetic head pulleys can be designed for specific
applications, even separating one type of magnetic material from another.
This is especially helpful for sorting and categorizing different materials
in recycling applications. MSI’s FREE TESTING allows customers to
determine the type of pulley necessary to achieve desired results to make
informed decisions and purchase with confidence.

Ferrous

Non-Ferrous

MATERIAL

SIZING

OPTIONS

■■
■■
■■
■■

Ceramic
Rare earth
Alnico
Hybrids and combinations

■■ 2” to 48” diameters
■■ 2” to 72” face width
■■ Custom sizes available
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Lagging (crowned, plain, herringbone, chevron, etc.)
Radial or axial circuits
Customized magnetic circuits for specific applications
Custom shaft configurations
Crowning or tracking band
High quality XT hubs and bushings
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Magnetic Separators for Fluids
Ideal for applications that do not use a conveyor or gravity feed, MSI’s T-Trap and Bullet
magnetic separators provide magnetic protection for hydraulic and pneumatic processing
equipment. They can remove ferrous impurities such as rust and fine iron contamination from
both liquid and air product flows and come in a variety of sizes, temperature, and pressure
ratings. These separators are also available in various magnetic strengths, depending upon
the application.
LIQUID LINE T-TRAP MAGNETS
MSI’s T-Trap magnets are designed to remove ferrous contamination
out of liquid to semi liquid flow applications. There are two separate
styles of magnets that perform this function, the plate style and tube
style. The plate style is used for very viscous type products that might
bridge if run through the tube style magnet. The tube style is used for
free flowing or less viscous products. The tube style can be installed
as a separate element or bolted to the top of the trap assembly.
To clean, simply remove the tube assembly, wipe the tubes clean,
and replace.
LIQUID LINE T-TRAP MAGNET

T-Trap magnets sizes ranging from 2” to 18” in diameter
with custom sizes available.

BULLET MAGNET
Bullet magnets serve various functions:
■■ enhance product purity,
■■ provide continuous protection of processing machinery, and
■■ provide unimpeded product flow while performing
tramp metal removal.
MSI’s bullet magnets are available to fit in a number of
pneumatic systems. The type of magnet used in the application
is based on the consistency of the material being processed.
BULLET MAGNET

The bullet magnet is generally used ahead of the processing
equipment and bulk load-out. It is used in applications for the
movement of powder (e.g. granular flour), chemicals, plastics,
pharmaceuticals, and mineral materials.
The bullet magnet has an aerodynamically shaped cone diverter to
allow material to flow through while maintaining uniform velocity
in the line, allowing use anywhere in the pneumatic line. The cone
also serves to prevent ferrous material from being knocked off the
magnet once captured.
Bullet magnets sizes ranging from 2” to 8” in diameter
with custom sizes available.
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Grate Magnets
MSI’s tubular magnetic circuit is the cornerstone for
the majority of our customer’s fine separation and
free-flowing dry solid applications. This circuit
utilizes magnetic elements which provide powerful,
evenly distributed magnetic fields within
stainless steel tubing. More than one tube can
be combined for additional protection to cover
small or large areas alike. The tube circuit is
the basis for such popular MSI products as
grate magnets, drawer in housings, and even
pneumatic and hydraulic applications such as our
bullet magnets and T-Traps (see page 14).
The tubular magnetic circuit can employ various thicknesses of tubing in order
to improve durability or performance. As with most of our products, customers
can choose between ceramic and rare earth magnetic elements for a wide variety
of strengths and operating temperatures. Standard construction is 1” diameter
stainless tubes with heavy-duty stainless framing, though other configurations are
available.

TUBE MAGNETS
The most basic conception of the tubular magnetic circuit is the tube magnet
itself. These are available in a wide variety of sizes, but typically are 1” in
diameter and 4” to 48” long with magnetic poles approximately every inch
along the length. Multiple tubes can be combined to make grate magnets
(see image to the left).

GRATE MAGNET

DRAWER-IN-HOUSING

DRAWER-IN-HOUSING (OPEN)

MSI’s drawer-in-housing is designed for removal of ferrous in various dry
processing applications. It utilizes the tubular magnet design placed in a drawer
with either a single row or, more commonly, multiple offset rows with alternating
centers. The product flows through the top and over the offset magnetic tubes,
causing it to slow down and contact multiple tubes as it cascades through the
separator. This increases the amount of ferrous exposed to the magnetic poles,
thus maximizing separation. The drawer-in-housing is available in almost any
configuration the customer can imagine, but primarily these units fall into one of
three different cleaning categories: manual clean, EZ-Clean, and self-cleaning.
The cleaning style used is typically based on volume of tramp metal since magnets
must be kept clean to be effective.

DRAWER-IN-HOUSING (CLOSED)
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MATERIAL

CONFIGURATIONS

CLEANING

OTHER CUSTOM
OPTIONS

■■ Ceramic
■■ Rare earth (N50 and N52 grades
standard, high temperature, and
others available)
■■ Alnico
■■ Hybrids and combinations
■■ Tube and Grate
■■ Drawer-in-Housing
■■ Inline Pneumatic (see Bullet
Magnet, page 14)
■■ Inline Hydraulic
(see T-Trap, page 14)
■■ Customized spacing (1.5” - 3”
centers, typically), others available
■■ Multiple Rows (typically 2 - 4)
■■ Surface Gauss up to 12,000Gs
plus in 1” tubing
■■ Custom tubing diameters
■■
■■
■■
■■

Manual
Tube-in-sleeve
EZ-Clean with wipers
Self-Cleaning

■■ Customized housings and flange
transitions
■■ Various grades of finish, such as
standard industrial, fully welded,
ground smooth, and polished for
food applications
■■ Surface coatings
(e.g. plated or Nedox)
■■ Diverters
■■ Custom tube spacing for materials
that do not flow freely or “bridge”
across tubes.
■■ Custom tube wall thickness/magnet
material for maximum protection.
■■ Various grades of stainless steel

DRAWER-IN-HOUSING
CLEANING TYPE
MANUAL CLEAN
Still part of the “drawer” style,
the manual clean drawer in housing
is effectively a grate or multiple
grates in a housing. This is the
most basic configuration, popular
in applications that either do not
need frequent cleaning (such as
a finishing step after a primary
magnetic separator) or when a
very specific finish on the working
surfaces is required (such as
pharmaceutical applications). The
manual clean drawer in housing
must be cleaned by hand and cannot
protect against ferrous during the
cleaning process.

EZ-CLEAN
The EZ-Clean drawer-in-housing
employs a stripper plate and wipers
that wipe off the magnetic tubes. As
the drawer assembly is pulled out,
the tubes pass through the wipers
and ferrous is retained against
the stripper plate. Once out of the
magnetic field, the ferrous falls
off (typically into a container) and
the drawer can be returned to the
working position. This cleaning
cycle can be done in a matter of
seconds, greatly reducing down time
in time-sensitive applications. By
employing multiple stripper/wiper
assemblies, protection does not
necessarily need to be interrupted
during the cleaning cycle.

SELF-CLEANING
The Self-Cleaning drawer in
Housing is the same as the
EZ-Clean, but uses pneumatic
cylinders to actuate the cleaning
cycle. These are especially popular
with systems hooked up to an
automated control system or when
operator access is difficult.
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Plate Magnets
MSI manufactures a variety of plate magnets in any number of housing configurations to
work in specific applications. Typically, plate magnets in their various forms, are used in
higher volume applications where the constriction of other designs is not practical. Plate
magnets are also used where the recovery of fine ferrous is less of a concern.

MATERIAL

■■
■■
■■
■■

Ceramic
Rare earth (N50 and N52 grades standard, high temperature, and others available)
Alnico
Hybrids and combinations

CONFIGURATIONS

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Flush
Pole Intensifier
Ramped
Ramped with Pole Intensifier (most popular)
Various magnetic circuits for burden depth

CLEANING

OTHER OPTIONS

■■ Manual Clean
■■ EZ-Clean
■■ Self-Cleaning
■■ Customized housings and transitions
■■ Various grades of finish, such as standard industrial or fully welded, ground
smooth, and polished for food applications
■■ Fully sealed for fluid applications

RAMPED POLE PLATE MAGNET

Ferrous

Non-Ferrous

The most common
application of the plate
magnet is the ramped
pole plate design. This
magnetic separator is
installed on the underside of
chutes, typically with an incline
of 30 to 60 degree. As burden flows
over the separator, it is briefly suspended in
free fall by the ramp. The pole intensifier, strategically
located at this point, then quickly pulls the tramp material
out of the flow of burden. This combination is very effective
for separation in high volume applications (provided that the
burden depth is not too high) and is employed in the hump
magnet, hammermill magnet, and chute separator designs.
MSI’s FREE TESTING allows our customers to make
informed decisions and purchase with confidence.

877-968-5025 I 231-582-3675 fax
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HUMP MAGNETS
The hump magnet is a series of two plate magnets placed into a
housing on the under side of the product flow. The product enters the
housing, cascades over the first plate magnet, then is “flipped” and
flows over the second plate magnet. This design exposes the tramp
metal to a magnetic pickup zone even in high-volume applications
due to the placement of the magnets in the housing.
Cleaning hump magnets is easy. The magnets are hinged on one side,
they swing open and wipe off. The magnets can also have a stripper
faceplate, which allows for EZ-Clean or self-cleaning designs.

HUMP MAGNET

HAMMERMILL MAGNET
The “hammermill” magnet gets it’s name from the most common
piece of equipment it is used to protect and is essentially, one half
of a hump magnet. These are employed not only in the protection of
hammermills, but any downstream equipment that has a moderate
burden depth or where a hump magnet is not practical (e.g. limited
vertical space).
HAMMERMILL MAGNET

MAGNETIC CHUTE SEPARATORS
For the least amount of flow restriction possible, MSI offers the
magnetic chute separator. It is, per it’s namesake, essentially a
continuation of the existing chute and even comes in configurations
that have no restrictions whatsoever. Magnetic chute separators are
employed in vertical drops and have powerful magnetic elements on
each side. As the burden flows down, the tramp material is pulled
out. Like drawer magnets, these are available in manual clean, EZClean, and self-cleaning styles. For larger openings, a wedge can be
used in the center position.

MAGNETIC CHUTE SEPARATORS

SIMPLE PLATE MAGNET
The simple plate magnet is typically installed over burdens and works
by pulling tramp material out of the flow. These magnets can act in
the same manner as a suspended magnet over small belts or likewise
in chutes that have low burden heights.

SIMPLE PLATE MAGNET
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No Contact Drum Separators
Drum separators provide continuous ferrous removal
from dry, bulk products in free-flowing process systems.
Great for high ferrous content material. The No
Contact Drum Separators (NCDS) accomplish the same
separation, but without any magnetic element within
the product flow. This creates the ability for dust-tight,
food-grade and sanitary applications that would be
otherwise be impossible for a
standard type drum.
CONTINUOUS FERROUS REMOVAL
Significant product features
■■ DUST TIGHT, fully welded system
■■ MEDICAL and FOOD-GRADE applications
■■ No moving parts with product flow
■■ Continuous ferrous removal with no down time
■■ Continuous magnetic coverage
■■ Direct drive reducer

MATERIAL
SIZING

OPTIONS

Ferrous

■■ Rare earth
■■ T304 stainless welded construction
■■ Adjustable inlet opening size
■■ Widths from 6” and above
■■
■■
■■
■■

Various magnetic materials
Custom sizes
T316 material
Custom transitions and mounting flanges

Non-Ferrous

877-968-5025 I 231-582-3675 fax
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Drum Separators
With the MSI’s drum separator, the product being processed
enters the housing and flows across the drum. As the
product flows, the outer shell rotates around the magnet
material. All non-magnetic product falls into the ferrousfree zone, while all magnetic material remains on the drum
until it is moved past the magnetic field and released into
the ferrous collection area.
DRUM-IN-HOUSING MAGNETS
The drum magnet design allows for continuous cleaning of the magnet system, accomplished by the rotation of
the drum itself around the magnetic element. Similar to cleaning belts on MSI’s self-cleaning suspended magnet,
the rotating drum features wipers that clear away ferrous collected on the drum surface. Like MSI’s pulleys,
drum-in-housing magnets are available in two difference configurations: radial and axial designs.
■■ AXIAL DESIGN is the work horse for magnetic drum applications and is used widely through a number
of industries. This design provides agitation, improves separation, and can provide good reach out into
deep burdens, as needed.
■■ RADIAL DESIGN is typically used for the separation of fine ferrous from fine burdens, like magnetic
particles from sand.
Separation behavior for both axial and radial designs are similar to magnetic head pulleys with added advantages:
1) the separator does not require a conveyor system, saving money; 2) in larger diameters, drum separators can
be built stronger and more economically than pulleys; 3) the damper can be adjusted and the magnet can be used
both to separate and to meter burden flow, and 4) optional removable shell consideration: the magnetic element is
separate from the rotating shell, so in abrasive applications the design allows for shell replacement.
MSI’s FREE TESTING allows our customers to make informed decisions and purchase with confidence.

DRUM-ONLY MAGNETS
Drum magnets (with out the housing) are also available. These magnets are often used at the end of pulleys or
vibratory conveyors, when customers already have existing chutes, and in some other specialized situations
where stationary separators are inadequate.

MATERIAL

SIZING

OPTIONS
Ferrous

Non-Ferrous

Agriculture

Recycling

Mining

■■
■■
■■
■■

Ceramic
Rare earth
Alnico
Hybrids and combinations

■■ 12” to 48” diameters
■■ 8” to 72” face width
■■ Custom sizes available
■■ Radial or axial circuits
■■ Customized magnetic circuits
for specific applications
■■ Welded or bolt-on configurations
■■ Standard 180- to 220-degree magnetic
coverage with custom options available
Pharmaceutical

Food Processing
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Magnetic Sweepers
MSI’s sweeper magnets are all designed
with powerful magnetic circuits designed to
reach out and pick up nails, screws, staples,
banding, and steel chips to prevent costly and
troublesome repairs to vehicles and tires. They
are perfect for industrial driveways, large
shop floors, construction sites,
roads, or airport runways.
ROAD SWEEPER
The road sweepers are designed to tow behind a vehicle for sweeping large areas such as parking lots or
airports, pulled at < 5 mph.
Available in both a permanent and electromagnet style. The permanent road sweeper is available in
manual clean or self-cleaning models. The electromagnet model is available with a generator-mounted on
the sweeper to produce the needed power.

MAGNET TYPES

OPTIONS

■■ Electromagnetic (generator optional)
■■ Ceramic
■■ Rare Earth
■■
■■
■■
■■

Manual or Electric Release
Standard or Heavy Duty
Pintle or Ball Hitch
Puncture proof, foam-filled tires
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Miscellaneous
All sizes and types of electromagnets to fit
your automation needs.
RAW MAGNETIC MATERIALS

MSI produces a wide variety of electromagnets including
rectangular and round electromagnets, bi-pole, multi-pole and
special lifting electromagnets. If our standard electromagnets
will not work, MSI can design and build a custom
electromagnet to fit specialized needs.

MSI offers a variety of raw magnetic
materials including ceramic, rare earth
and alnico. Stocking programs are
available for higher use items.

MSI’s round and rectangular electromagnets create a focused
magnetic field, ideally suited for applications where the
electromagnet requires mating to a flat, clean surface.

PERMANENT LIFT MAGNET

ROUND ELECTROMAGNETS
PART
NUMBER

HOLDING
VALUE

DIAMETER

HEIGHT

THREAD

WATTS

WEIGHT

RDE-0305
RDE-0403
RDE-0405
RDE-0505
RDE-0606
RDE-0806
RDE-0810
RDE-1212
RDE-1612
RDE-2012
RDE-2405
RDE-2412

6
7
12
20
40
75
95
185
325
600
300
875

0.75
1
1
1.25
1.5
2
2
3
4
5
6
6

1.25
0.75
1.25
1.25
1.5
1.5
2.5
3
3
3
1.25
3

10-32
10-32
10-32
1/4-20
5/16-18
5/16-18
5/16-18
5/16-18
3/8-16
1/2-13
5/8-11
5/8-11

1.5
1
4.5
4.5
6.2
5.2
12
29
33
48
20
64

.1 lbs
.1 lbs
.2 lbs
.3 lbs
.5 lbs
1 lb
2 lbs
5 lbs
9 lbs
13 lbs
14 lbs
20 lbs

RECTANGLE ELECTROMAGNETS
PART
NUMBER

HOLDING
VALUE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

THREAD

WATTS

WEIGHT

RRE-0606
RRE-0610
RRE-1010
RRE-1018
RRE-1414
RRE-1632

40
70
175
450
315
1050

1.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
3.5
4

1.5
2.5
2.5
4.5
3.5
8

1.25
1.25
1.5
2
2
2.5

10-32
10-32
1/4-20
1/4-20
3/8-16
3/8-16

6.2
14
11.5
26
24
72

.6 lbs
1 lb
2 lbs
5 lbs
5 lbs
18 lbs

Note: All electromagnets are available in both 12 and 24 volts.
Add -12 to the part number for 12 volt or a -24 for 24 volt.
(RDE-0305-12)

The permanent lift magnet is designed
to hold non-flexing steel items and are
ideal for lifting steel plate, die castings,
forgings or fabricated boxes made out
of thick steel. One person can operate
the magnet reducing the labor needs for
material handling.
■■ Standard Models
■■ Cam Release
■■ Custom Release Mechanisms
Available (Air, Electric)
■■ Assemblies Available
■■ Single Lifting Eye
■■ Neodymium (NEO) Lift Magnet

MAGNETIC ASSEMBLIES
■■
■■
■■
■■

Shielded Rare Earth Assemblies
Multi-Pole Cup Magnets
Cup Magnet Assemblies
Rectangular Ceramic and Rare
Earth Magnets
■■ Paint Rack Magnets
■■ 2-pole Horseshoe Ceramic and
Rare Earth Magnetic Assemblies
■■ Channel Magnets
■■ Permanent Magnet Special
Assemblies Available
■■ Contact Factory for
Custom Assemblies

CONTACT MSI WITH SPECIFIC NEEDS
AND UNIQUE APPLICATIONS.
Agriculture
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phone
fax
email
website
mailing address

231-582-9600 I 877-968-5025
231-582-3675
INFO@MSIMAGNETS.COM
MSIMAGNETS.COM
1095 DAM ROAD I BOYNE CITY, MI 49712

